SECTION 4

AIRCRAFT OPERATIONS

4.3 TRANSIENT PARKING (rev. 12/2019)

West Ramp

The South Cargo Apron is the primary location for parking of transient wide body or other large cargo aircraft on the west side of the airport. Transient parking is only available through a Fixed Base Operator (FBO) and/or ground handling agent. Fee payment and parking arrangements must be made prior to arrival. Airport Operations will coordinate parking directly with the ground handler.

Parking of wide-body cargo aircraft at any location other than a tenant lease lot or the South Cargo Apron will require prior permission from Airport Operations. If the cargo apron is full, or extenuating circumstances exist, approval may be granted for parking in other areas.

East Ramp

All transient aircraft with a Certified Maximum Gross Take-off Weight (CMGTOW) of 6,000 lbs. or less are encouraged to use East Ramp transient parking, or arrange private lot parking with an FBO/tenant. Rows 11, 12, 13, and 14 are designated for year round transient parking. There are five transient parking spaces available with electricity on the south side of row 23. The maximum stay in transient parking is two weeks. Fee payment envelopes, a collection box, restrooms, and a public telephone are available in the transient pilot’s lounge, located at the base of the tower on taxilane Delta.

Map 4-1 East Ramp and Float Pond Transient Aircraft Parking

Transient Float Pond Parking

Float plane visitor tiedowns are limited to four spaces at the northeast end of the Float Pond as depicted above. Information and fee envelopes are available at the kiosk adjacent to the Float Pond launching ramp in the northeast corner of the float pond. In the event transient parking is full, contact Airport Operations at 474-2530.

Additional transient tie down parking is available on the taxilane leading to the Air Park. Payment envelopes, a public information bulletin board, and restrooms are located adjacent to the south pavilion in the Air Park campground. More complete information on the Air Park is provided in Section 5.5.